
The power of crowd-sourced data is greater than ever due to recent technological 

advancements and can be a useful technique for determining how a community feels 

about policies put into place to improve their livelihood. Often times, policy is shaped 

to address the vulnerabilities of an area. This project developed a website that can 

be introduced to the public to collect data generated by the citizens of Long Beach. A 

web form was created to allow users to rank the vulnerabilities that most concern 

them. To store this information, a MySQL database was connected to the website. 

An interactive web map was also created to help users visualize how vulnerabilities 

affected the areas that were important to them.  
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Data acquired for this project was obtained through multiple open geospatial data 

portals. DataLB is an information portal created by the City of Long Beach to 

publicly share current news, community health and demographic information. Los 

Angeles County GIS Data Portal is a platform that allows users to view and 

download GIS data. Data from CalEnviroScreen 3.0 came from the Office of 

Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) website. CalEnviroScreen

uses environmental, health, and socioeconomic data to create scores for each 

census tract in the state. 

Overall the project was successful, but there are still ways for our results to be 

improved. The utilization of data from other sources would enable a more diverse look 

at relevant vulnerabilities. Information from other trusted government organizations 

could be implemented to provide more credibility to the data layers. 

As for the website, the vulnerabilities need their own description pages to give the 

audience a better sense of what they are ranking. Although the site can function as a 

data collection tool as is, it requires immersive functionalities to look more professional 

and encourage more traffic to the site. Investing time into the beautification of the 

webpage will result in a product that captures the attention of people and allows them 

to learn more about their communities’ highest ranked vulnerabilities. Additionally, 

some other elements can be added to upgrade the web form.

In order to make sure the information collected is as reliable as possible, the design of 

the database will also need to be improved. Extra fields can be added to the tables to 

collect user data such as IP addresses and XY coordinates. The collection of these 

extra fields would allow us to create maps to visualize the location of user 

submissions to make spatial connections to the data. Collecting IP addresses should 

make it possible to query out duplicate and automated submissions during the data 

validation process. Before the collection of any data is carried out, measures will be 

taken to protect participating users. 

Overall, we created a way to enhance interactive web map functionality. The unique 

functions that were created provide developers with a template to program their own 

way of displaying aggregated values by selecting more than one attribute. This 

technique was proven to be successful and anyone who wants to create a web map 

similar to ours, can use our code as a foundation. 

It is important to have a platform that collects volunteered geospatial data in order to 

generate a social and environmental index of a region. The project is a stepping stone 

that can help bridge the gap between policy makers and underrepresented 

communities, allowing for other cities and counties to duplicate and refine the process. 

If the website is finalized and an outreach program proves successful, we will be able 

to assess its ability to benefit the local community.

Figure 7.  The Mapsvi.com website with the vulnerability ranking web form on the bottom right

Figure 6. (A) A comparison of the web maps when one vulnerability is selected versus and (B) when multiple 

vulnerabilities are selected

Figure 5. One of the ten vulnerabilities map generated 

Figure 3. Methodology flowchart
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Figure 1. General location map of the City of Long Beach and surrounding cities
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Discussion

The process of developing the project began with the standardization of the data 

collected from CalEnvironScreen 3.0. Each vulnerability was selected based on its 

impact in the City of Long Beach, as well as its simplicity for users to understand. The 

selected vulnerabilities were then classified using a score from 0-100 per census tract. 

In order to generate the standardized score for each vulnerability factor, we used the 

equation shown below in figure 2 to field calculate standard scores in each attribute 

field of the vulnerability data table for each 2010 U.S. Census tract in the City of Long 

Beach.

To prepare for the development of the interactive web map and web form, we taught 

ourselves the basics of web design using two different web resources. CodeAcademy

helped us build foundational skills such as JavaScript syntax and structure while 

W3Schools taught us the specific skills necessary to properly create the key elements 

used in the web map and web form. Both were paramount to the successful execution 

of the project.

The web map was first exported using the qgis2web plugin then the JavaScript , CSS, 

and HTML was then modified. The purpose of this web map is to give the user the 

ability to control the map symbology by selecting which of the ten vulnerability variables 

they find most concerning using a list of checkboxes. Four custom functions were 

added to the map code: initialize(), setfeaturestylefunction(), oneachfeaturefunction(), 

and changesymbols(). The functions allow users to toggle and combine the values of 

each vulnerability as they see fit. 

To account for the user submissions, PHP files were created to connect to the MySQL 

server and provide web form functionalities to the webpage. The MySQL database was 

created with data types that conform with the information entered by the users, while 

also capturing the time of submission. To access the database, a user was created with 

all the permissions granted except delete to avoid loss of data. 

The interactive web map was finally embedded into a simple web page with the web 

form. A domain was purchased via GoDaddy.com and configured on HostGator.com to 

launch the website.

Table 1. List of data and data 

sources used in the project

Timeline

Long Beach is a city that spans a small portion of the coastline of Southern California 

and has a population of roughly 460,000 residents (Census 2010). Home to one of 

the most thriving ports in the world, the city faces potential environmental health 

hazards that affect its citizens. Long Beach’s topography, demographics, and 

industrial development carries with it a set of certain vulnerabilities that are not 

present among other cities. By using CalEnviroScreen 3.0, we identified ten 

vulnerabilities that represent the challenges that the Long Beach community faces.

Dataset Source

City of Long Beach boundary and

major roads
DataLB

Surrounding cities
Los Angeles County GIS Data Portal;

Orange County GIS Cloud

U.S. Census tracts Los Angeles County GIS Data Portal

Vulnerability data CalEnviroScreen 3.0

Vulnerabilities

Social Environmental

Asthma Clean-Up Sites

Housing Burden Diesel PM

Low Education Drinkable Water

Poverty Groundwater Threats

Unemployment Traffic Density

May

• Clean CalEnviroScreenData

• Gather 2010 Census Tract data for City of Long Beach

• Begin training 

• Setup and install software 

• Purchase domain  name

• Develop a method to score data

• Begin building website

• Create web map using qgis2web plug-in

June

• Add data to servers and web map

• Edit web map code to create personalized functions

• Create database server on AWS 

• Create web form

• Create additional functionalities

• Continue personalizing functions

• Complete building website

• Connect to MySQL Server

July

• Host website using HostGator

• Finalize web map and web page

• Embed and test web map

Table 2. Vulnerabilities from 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 

The vulnerabilities were standardized and displayed in a series of maps. In all, 

ten maps were created to show the intensity of each individual vulnerability for 

the census tracts of Long Beach. The interactive web map also utilizes the 

same shapefiles.

The interactive web map allows the users to compare vulnerabilities by 

selecting the checkboxes. The checkboxes dynamically display the total value 

for each feature in their census tract. Selecting no value displays only the 

outline of the census tract polygons. To zoom in and out, users can press the 

plus and minus sign on the upper left corner of the web map. The map also 

has a location finder under the zoom buttons that add a marker to the current 

location of the user 

The web form contains five drop down menus for each rank. Each menu lists 

all of the vulnerabilities. Users can send their rankings by pressing the submit 

button at the bottom of the form or reset the values to default with the reset 

button. The submission will launch users to a separate page that displays a 

success message to confirm the input into the database.

We are confident the web map could effectively be used to assist the citizens of Long 

Beach in visualizing the vulnerabilities because the datasets used to create the layers 

were reliable and the process was widely documented. However, it is not possible to 

compare the standardized scores from Long Beach to other cities. Scores were 

generated according to the values specifically tied to that particular city, which may be 

higher or lower than those of Long Beach. The values used in this study played a key 

role in developing a symbolization strategy. Our web map confirms that it is possible to 

construct a technique which allows users to customize symbology based on 

aggregated attribute values. 

If the map is ultimately opened to the public, the data we receive will show the 

sentiments of the citizens of Long Beach, but we will have to take steps to actually 

encourage people to use it. The significance of this project will be less impactful if users 

are not aware of its existence. Collaborating with public agencies to profile the tool will 

be essential for generating traffic to the website. 

While there are benefits that could come from the project, there is also the potential for 

negative effects, and we tried to minimize this risk as much as possible. These effects 

can be harmful to the public because it could lead people to use the tool as a general 

overview of the communities in Long Beach. The map we provided on the website is 

just one depiction of the city and should not be used as a complete representation by 

its citizens. 

Initially, we planned to finish our 

project and complete our results draft 

by June 17th. Unfortunately it took us 

an additional month to complete due 

to a few setbacks and additional 

research.
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Figure 2. Formula  used to calculate vulnerability scores

Figure 4. One of the ten vulnerabilities map generated 
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